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The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) has long been used as a measure of reliability and
different versions for two- and one-way layout are available corresponding to study design
[1]
[2]
(Ebel (1951) , Shrout and Fleiss (1979) , etc.). While the concordance correlation
[3]
[4]
coefficient (CCC) described by Lin (1989) and Barnhart et al. (2002) is a measure of
agreement for two-way layout. We present here a “one-way layout version” of CCC. Letting
Yij, j=1,…,m, be continuous data for subject i, i=1,…,n, and plotting (Yij, Yik) (j≠k) twice on a
scatter plot with horizontal and vertical axes of x and y, as (x,y)=(Yij, Yik) and reciprocally as
(Yik,Yij), we have a dispersion with a total of nm(m-1)points symmetric along the 45°line y=x,
[5]
thus Fisher (1925) called it “symmetrical table.” If data for every subject have a same value,
correlation coefficient between x and y and regression line become rxy=1 and y=x,
respectively. Since rxy=1 directly means complete agreement/stability of data, we call rxy
“one-way layout version” of CCC, and correction for bias, Cb for usual two-way CCC, is
unnecessary. This measure for one-way layout is also applicable to two-way layout. We write
various ICC and CCC including one-way layout versions in terms of two-way ANOVA, VS, VR,
and Ve for the subjects, raters, and error mean squares. When interrater variance is ignored,
corresponding ICC and CCC coincide with (VS - Ve)/{ VS +(m-1) Ve }, which is the upper limit
of usual ICC and CCC and they are expressible as modification on the upper limit. Examining
the modifiers on numerator and/or denominator, we can see that usual ICCs are smaller than
the upper limit and CCCs are further smaller than ICCs under a normal condition of reliability
studies, VS≥VR≥Ve. However, since every modifier is divided by n or n-1, modification is not
so influential if n is large and all measures approach to common upper limit as n→∞. Using
the F ratio F=VS/ Ve, common upper limit is written as (F-1)/(F-1+m) thus a high reliability is
hopeless without a high F value or small Ve relative to VS even though interrater bias VR is
not effective. On the other hand, appropriate measure for one-way layout is limited to oneway version of ICC and CCC. We will present illustrative examples of reliability studies
conducted by our Scaling Keys of Evaluation Techniques for Cerebrovascular patients
Heterogeneity (SKETCH) study group to examine the above-mentioned relationship amongst
various ICCs and CCCs.
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